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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

RMIS Announces Its Onboarding and Compliance Management 
Services Now Integrate with RevenovaTMS 

 
New Integration allows RevenovaTMS Customers Access to Carrier Insured Status 

WESTLAKE VILLAGE - July 29, 2019 - RMIS, the industry standard for carrier onboarding and 
insurance monitoring, announced that its services are now integrated into Revenova’s cloud-based 
transportation management system (RevenovaTMS) allowing their customers easy access to the 
compliance status of their carriers. 

Clients of Revenova and RMIS will be able to automatically monitor carrier insurance and compliance 
information directly from within RevenovaTMS, saving time and money on costly manual in-house 
management. This new integration reflects Revenova’s mission to streamline the end user’s day-to-
day workflow. 

RMIS tracks 95 percent of all active motor carriers in the transportation industry, which means 
RevenovaTMS users will have access to the majority of Certificates of Insurance on file for the carriers 
they are looking to hire. By entering user-defined qualifiers into the system, clients can validate that 
carriers are insured in a way that uniquely lines up with their business rules. 

“Carrier Relationship Management is a key feature of RevenovaTMS. Tightly integrating RMIS gives 
our customers a powerful option to quickly on-board, evaluate and monitor carrier risk from within 
RevenovaTMS," says Charles Craigmile, President and CEO of Revenova. “Customers benefit from 
RMIS-powered carrier profile management within the TMS resulting in real-time compliance decisions, 
workflow and alerts.” 

“RMIS and Revenova share a commitment to provide exceptional services to our clients. We are very 
excited to add Revenova as an integration partner and look forward to merging our trusted compliance 
services with their exceptional platform,” states Bill Nordhus, Director of Sales at RMIS. 

About RMIS® 
Since 1996, RMIS has specialized in Insurance Monitoring and Compliance Services for brokers, 3PLs 
and shippers located nationwide and in Canada. RMIS collects and monitors Certificate of Insurance 
information, manages compliance rule sets for its clients, and offers customized tools to significantly 
reduce risk, cut costs, eliminate paperwork, and automate the registration and compliance process. 
RMIS’s advanced technology coupled with live customer service gives clients peace of mind knowing 
they can utilize properly insured carriers who meet all their unique requirements. Contact RMIS to 
learn how a custom carrier onboarding solution can improve your business. rmis.com 

About Revenova 
Revenova is a cloud application provider of CRM-powered transportation management solutions 
(TMS) for freight brokers, forwarders, 3PLs and shippers. Our solutions improve the process of pricing, 
booking, tracking and settling freight shipments by aligning customers, carriers and co-workers more 
efficiently and intelligently. Deployed on the #1 cloud ecosystem for business applications, 
RevenovaTMS delivers unprecedented business results and operational efficiency at affordable 
subscription rates. www.revenova.com 
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RMIS Sales Contacts 
Nick Anderson & Bill Nordhus 
Email: sales@rmis.com 
Phone: 800-400-4924 
 
RMIS Media Contact 
Ryan Bunter 
Email: ryan@rmis.com 
 
Revenova Sales Contact 
Email: sales@revenova.com 
Phone: 312-319-5410 
 
Revenova Media Contact 
Mike Horvath 
Email: mhorvath@revenova.com 
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